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1 Introduction
The initial complement of antennas available for science at the Chajnantor site (target
date Q1, 2010) will consist of 15-16 12m antennas. As a stepping-stone to this array, we
propose initial arrays of 3-20 antennas that will be available for use for interferometry
observations about a year earlier. This array will be used both for testing, commissioning
and for the first astronomical validation observations. Such ‘first astronomy’ observations
will be interesting in their own right, allowing high frequency observations on an
excellent site and uniquely demonstrating ~1km baselines on a millimeter/submillimeter
interferometer. In addition such ‘first science’ observations will provide a stringent ‘end
to end’ test of the array systems.
This document outlines first astronomical verification configurations using up to 20
antennas and the 151 foundations whose locations are described in document ALMA90.02.00.00-006-A-SPE. We also consider placement of the first antennas on the 22
foundations constructed for the ACA whose locations are described in ALMA90.02.00.00-007-A-SPE. As more antennas are delivered to the site configurations for
antennas numbers between 21 and 50 will be required. These additional configuration
plans are beyond the scope of this document and will be presented in a subsequent
document.
2 Design Philosophy.
The set of configurations is designed to span the full range of resolution available with
the initial 192 pads. An important design parameter is the increase in resolution between
adjacent configurations. The choice of this resolution step is a compromise between not
having too a large number of configurations, which would require many antenna moves
yet not having too big a step so that the full range of astronomical targets can be imaged
with a good combination of sensitivity and resolution. A target resolution step of just
over 3 as used by the VLA seems reasonable for the first science configurations. Here we
consider scales of 50m (small initial arrays of 3-6 antennas with 89 GHz beamsize of
~18”), 150m (the scale of the Compact Cluster, 89 GHz beamsize ~6”), 500m (89 GHz
beamsize ~2”) and 1km (89GHz beamsize ~1”). Other goals include a reasonable uv
coverage in 6 hours (because ALMA is a mm/submm wavelength instrument tracking
sources right down to the horizon to enhance uv coverage will lose sensitivity due to
atmospheric contributions; especially at the higher frequencies). Another attractive goal
is high spatial dynamic range (i.e. a large ratio of maximum to minimum length baseline)
within individual arrays.
Many existing millimeter interferometers with modest numbers of antennas use EastWest or T shaped arrays. One-dimensional East-West arrays have the advantage that they
have excellent spatial dynamic range given their small number of elements. However
they have the disadvantage that long tracks are needed, and such arrays cannot give the
highest possible surface brightness sensitivity that arises only when the antennas are close
packed in 2 dimensions. Finally of course the pad layout for ALMA has not been
designed to accommodate linear arrays but has a two dimensional pad distribution.
Amongst 2D arrays pseudo random arrays (e.g. MERLIN) can give reasonable uv
coverage and spatial dynamic range but generally require 12 hour tracks and the uv
coverage is very declination dependant.
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As a design goal it was instead decided to optimize for a snapshot uv coverage which
then automatically gives reasonable uv coverage at all declinations. Giving the antenna
distribution pattern 3 fold symmetry accomplishes this. Amongst possible 2D geometries
with 3 fold rotational symmetry Reuleux triangle shaped arrays have good 2D uv
coverage for small arrays but it is difficult given the ALMA pad distribution to share
pads between different configurations.
In the earlier, 64-antenna version of this document, it was found that two nested triangles
of antennas, each triangle about a factor of 3 different in size gives a reasonable uv
coverage and allows the sharing of 3 antennas between adjacent configurations. This
arrangement means that only 3 antennas need be moved between configurations. For the
first CSV configuration we propose sparsely populating the foundations in the ACA 7m
array with 12m antennas. With this constraint, only two nested triangles are possible, as
defined below. The spatial dynamic range of a single such configuration is modest.
For AIV, it is thought that foundations near the AOS TB will be used. These include
A93, A96, A101, A104, A106, A109, A136 according to E. Donoso (communication in
Feb 2008). While these foundations could be used for commissioning and science
verification if they were to provide good beams and short baselines, they do not provide
the requirements, which are given inALMA-90.00.00.00-007-D-PLA, section 3.3). The
locations of these AIV Foundations are:
#UTM-X
UTM_Y Z*
Diam (m) # Pad #
627237.00 7453285.00 5026.9 12.0
# A104, 116
627240.00 7453368.00 5027.1 12.0
# A136, 149
627265.00 7453482.00 5026.1 12.0
# A109, 121
627422.00 7453453.00 5029.0 12.0
# A96, 108
627593.00 7453611.00 5031.0 12.0
# A101, 113
627878.00 7453858.00 5029.4 12.0
# A106, 118
627856.00 7453486.00 5026.6 12.0
# A93, 105
The uv tracks provided by an array comprised of antennas on these foundations are
shown in Figure 1. The very poor beam provided by such an array is shown in Figure 2
(left panel). The beam provided by the array defined above measures 1.9" x 1.1" and has
large sidelobes, even with a six hour track.
To meet the requirements of ALMA-90.00.00.00-007-D-PLA, closely spaced antennas
are needed. However, the difficulties posed by construction in the Compact Cluster
region along with the need for foundations at the beginning of Commissioning, precludes
early use of those pads, as construction if the Compact Cluster must extend over a long
period owing to its complexity.
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Figure 1 uv tracks for a six hour integration at 89 GHz at declination -40 degrees using foundations
near the AOS TB.
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Figure 2 Beams from (l) AIV array, showing complex large sidelobes, and (r) CSV array of 6
antennas on ACA-7m pads showing well-behaved character.

Owing to the difficulty of construction of the Central Cluster, we have considered
antenna foundation occupation schemes that occupy non-central portions of that Cluster
while maintaining short baselines and acceptable imaging properties. The design of the
Central Cluster is optimized so that the shortest spacings generally lie closer to the center,
in a more congested region of the Cluster. We did not find good configurations of small
numbers of antennas that occupy foundations on the periphery of the Central Cluster.
Since the Atacama Compact Array pads are many times fewer in number and are
relatively isolated, we first consider populating stations within that group, including those
intended for the 12m total power antennas. Although these foundations will hold the 7m
antennas, they are identical to those for the 12m antennas except for being more tightly
spaced (minimum baselines are 1.25*D, or just under 9m. To avoid antenna collisions,
we have only considered populating those pads with separations of 16m with 12m
antennas. A. Hales has identified four possible configurations, each with six 7m
foundations occupied as well as the 12m TP stations (one example is shown in Fig. 3).
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Figure 3 Pad locations for early CSV array.

TABLE 1:PAD OCCUPATION SCHEME FOR FIRST CSV
Array
Ant 1 Ant Ant Ant 4 Ant 5 Ant 6 Ant
Ant
Ant Ant
2
3
7
8
9
10
1 (ACA) J503 J505 N601 N606 N604 N603 T701 T702 T703 T704
2
A71 A75 A137 A66 A65
A16
A80 A72 A10
A9
In Table 1 the first line gives antenna pad locations as given in a numbering scheme
adopted 2007 July 17th and as shown on drawings (e.g. SITE-20.00.00.00.033-A-DWG).
CSV Array 1 (ACA) consists of two triangles of antennas: J503-N601-J505 forming the
first compact set. First closure phase might well be achieved with this set. Expanding
outwardly, a triangle composed of foundations N603-N604-NN606 form the second of
the triangles, bracketing the first and oppositely oriented. In the right panel of Fig 2 we
show the beam provided by this first six antenna configuration. First closure phase could
be demonstrated with the first triangle; amplitude closure by adding N606 to this list,
then progressing up to the ten antenna limit of the ACA area by including the TP
antennas T701-T704. The ten antenna array produces a beam of 7.4” x 6.9” at 89 GHz in
4 hours for a source at -40°. These resolutions fulfill our targets for the first two
configuration scales given above. They also provide good uv coverage, since in most
cases the arrays will be used for synthesis observations of several hours, over which the
effect of the near-in sidelobes will greatly decrease. One final design criterion was to
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avoid triangles oriented so the overall array had EW symmetry, in this case the v
sampling for sources close to the celestial equator became significantly worse. uv
coverage for the ten antenna array is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 Coverage for the first array, occupying the ACA pads.

3 Further Configurations
Figure 3 shows graphically the layout of configuration 1. Figure 4 shows the -40° uv
coverages obtained for a 4 hour (+/-2hours from transit) synthesis observation.
The antennas foundations listed in the second line of Table 1 lie on the periphery of the
ACA; these should be constructed next, roughly in the order given. The resulting twenty
antenna array provides a beam of 4” x 3.7” for the standard declination and a 6 hour (+/3hours from transit) synthesis observation at 89 GHz. Such an array might be used for
Early Science.
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Figure 5 uv tracks for a twenty element array centered on the ACA, which provides the compact
spacings. 6 hour synthesis at 89 GHz at declination -40 degrees.

However, the ACA 7m antennas will arrive ~ early 2010 and should be tested on the
ACA foundations. Thus, at this stage there should be a configuration transition to the
foundations in the northeast portion of the Central Cluster, building on this center while
leaving ACA foundations for 7m antennas.
At this point, the 12m antennas are gradually placed in the NE sector of the compact
cluster, and the ACA foundations evacuated of 12m antennas. The next five foundations
are clustered to provide the short spacings lost by the evacuation of ACA foundations.
This is a transitional configuration, labeled CSV-Trans below.
627840.40
7453118.33 5028.6 12.0 # A14
627834.85
7453132.37 5028.8 12.0 # A15
627817.20
7453107.16 5028.9 12.0 # A17
627833.36
7453104.90 5028.5 12.0 # A08
627839.69
7453091.26 5028.1 12.0 # A07
The 89 GHz, six hour track beam is 4.5 x 2.9".
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TABLE 2:PAD OCCUPATION SCHEME FOR CSV-Trans
Ant 1 Ant Ant Ant 4 Ant Ant 6 Ant 7 Ant
Ant Ant
2
3
5
8
9
10
N601 N606
N603 T701 T702 T703 T704
A71 A75 A137 A66 A65 A16
A80 A72 A10
A9
A14 A15 A17 A08 A07

The six hour track for CSV-Trans provides a beam of 4.5” x 2.9” and the uv coverage is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 uv coverage for configuration CSV-Trans, a transitional array in which antennas are moved
from foundations in the interior of the ACA to foundations in the northeast quadrant of the Central
Cluster.

Array
1 (ACA)

TABLE 2:PAD OCCUPATION SCHEME FOR CSV-NE
Ant 1 Ant Ant Ant 4 Ant 5 Ant 6 Ant 7 Ant
2
3
8

Ant
9

Ant
10
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A65
A07

A16
A02

A80
A03

A72
A13

A10

A9

At this point, the ACA foundations are all left free for other uses and the additional
foundations in the table above are populated with antennas; this configuration is called
CSV-NE. This configuration provides a beam of size 4.8 x 2.95" for a 6 hour track at -40
dec. This 18 antenna array plus the ACA could be used for Early Science. There are not
yet baselines of the 1km range; if these are critical for Early Science a somewhat more
detailed study and ordering must be done.
At this point, the remainder of the NW quadrant of the Compact Cluster may be
populated by adding foundations for antenna positions A28, A29, A22, A23, A24, A31,
A30, A21, A25, A30, A19, A1, A68, A78.
This leaves very dense coverage in compact arrays. One should next populate the region
between the compact cluster and the AOS TB, and between CBI and a distance roughly
the same to the east of the CofA-AOS TB axis. This would include foundations at: A104,
A136, A109, A96, A91, A83, A73, A88, A93, A106, A98, A90, A135, A103 and A111.
Many of these foundations near the AOS TB are, I believe, foundations that AIV may
want to use for the first phases of its work on the AOS as noted above. Baselines up to a
km or so are available at this point.
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Figure 7 Diagram showing the location of the ten 12m antennas on ACA pads during early
commissioning, antenna locations as in line 1, Table 1.
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Figure 8 Expansion of the Array in Fig 7 to 20 antennas as shown in the first two lines of Table 1.
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Figure 9 Transitional Array--antenna locations as given in Table 2. 22 antennas, compact spacings
now migrating to NE portion of the central cluster.
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Figure 10 Pad locations for 18 antennas, with ACA left for testing with ACA antennas and 18
bilateral 12m antennas concentrated in the NE quadrant of the Central Cluster.
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Figure 11 Antennas continue to occupy the northern postions of the central Cluster. ACA pads
occupied by ACA antennas, not shown in this diagram.
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Figure 12 Further expansion providing short spacings and baselines up to 1 km. Most likely this
array will not be necessary as one expects full population of the Central Cluster by this stage, along
with nearby antenna stations.

